
Pulse



Simplify the space planning experience 

with Pulse, which can be customized 

for any space through a vast color 

palette and configuration options. 

Adjust Pulse’s materiality throughout 

the space to distinguish among 

departments and branding elements. 

Plan easier 
and influence 
work better

Adjustable height table bridge Adjustable height desk Conference tables
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Toolbar Mobile pedestal Wall mounted storage
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Thought starters
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Presenting applications for the 

dynamic floor plans that promote 

productivity, movement and fluidity 

within organizations can be achieved 

with the durable beauty of Pulse 

modular casegoods. Hard-working, 

yet elegant laminate surfaces define 

spaces in function and aesthetic 

creating environments where people 

simply want to work and interact.

OFS Design Studio

A broad family  
of solutions

 Full product information

 View or download the online price list for 

complete specification information and 

statement of line. 

The OFS Design Studio represents a 

collaborative effort of dynamic backgrounds 

and geographic origins among industrial 

design and engineering teammates with  

one thing in mind…people. Pencil sketches,  

3D printed parts and rough prototypes serve 

as the journey to fine tune the last 10% so that 

people can feel the difference between good 

design and great design. Our goal is to deliver 

design value in a very intentional way where 

products are simple, personal and purposeful.
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Meadows Office Interiors creates innovative workspaces that are strategically designed to help customers improve business 

performance, increase collaboration, realize cost efficiencies and build brand recognition.

Aligned with hundreds of manufacturers and founded five decades ago, Meadows is a Haworth Preferred Dealer and a nationally 

certified Woman-Owned Business Enterprise. As a member of the U.S. Green Building Council and an FSC® Chain of Custody 

certificate holder, Meadows places a high value on products and processes that meet sustainability benchmarks.

The Meadows difference begins with the truly turnkey experience we offer our customers. By pairing 50 years of industry 

experience with the latest technology, Meadows embraces innovation and remains committed to providing exceptional 

customer service and building lasting client relationships.

885 Third Avenue  •  29th Floor  •  New York, NY 10022

212.741.0333  •  meadowsoffice.com  •  info@meadowsoffice.com

CONTACT


